
Consciousness 2-4% 





True or False 

1. True

2. False

3. False

4. False

5. True

6. False

7. True 

8. True 



Levels of Consciousness 

 Preconscious 

 What did you have for dinner last night?

 What is your favorite childhood memory?

 Unconscious (Hidden) 

 How are you feeling right now?

 Non-Conscious 

 Can you feel your pupil getting bigger and smaller?

 Unless it is extreme, your heart rate changes without your 

detection 



Sleep and Dreams 

 1/3 of our life is spent sleeping

 Circadian Rhythm: Biological Clock 

 Awaking at night

 Jet Lag 



Sleep Wake Cycle 

 24 hour cycle 

 Suprachiasmatic Nucleus on the hypothalamus, Pituitary 

Gland, Pineal Gland, Melatonin 



Sleep Cycle – draw on last page of notes 

 Awake – Beta Waves 

 NREM 1 – Alpha Waves

 NREM 2 – Sleep Spindles 

 NREM 3 – Delta Waves 

Hypnic jerk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hehY2FCWuDo


REM Sleep 
 Eyes move around – RAPID EYE MOVEMENT 

 Everyone dreams – must wake up during a REM phase 

 Brain waves look awake 

 4-5 cycles per night (8 hours) 

 Still aware of surroundings

 Paradoxical Sleep

Lucid Dreaming

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lYSX51xBkos&index=12&list=PLvFsG9gYFxY9XwLbh_VcqefKfOAEwA4mj


So how much sleep do you need?



REM Rebound 
 Go right into a dream cycle when you fall asleep

 YOU ARE SLEEP DEPRIVED!!! 

 Alcohol and Tranquilizers limit REM sleep 



Sleep Deprivation 

 2001 – 6.7 hours compared to 1942 – 7.6 

 Day light savings 

 Health effects 

 Sleep debt – can’t make up in one weekend

Try guys - drive while 

sleep deprived 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nuT70FaPZJnAfUil-rZo-WxYGj49afDd/view?fbclid=IwAR1fxj26as5sTXuAAAezViOMyptf6ferVHVRsHmNZXuLEjmCcoRKBe1oJZs




Functions of REM sleep 

 Hippocampus – short term to long term memories

 Theta Rhythm 

 Rats, cats, rabbits – hunting prey and while sleeping 

 Winson’s Rat example 



Learning 

 Wake up during REM vs. NREM 

 Tetris

 Trauma

 Animals (hunter-gatherer vs. urban) 

 Spray with water

 Negative in nature - Amygdala



Heals body 

 Hair, nails, body parts 

 Kids grow most in the summer – more sleep

 When sick, stressed, broken bone – more sleep 



Sex drive 

 Deprive your cat of sleep – what happens 

 Men who get less sleep –Type A 

 During REM sleep your genitals become aroused regardless 

of content of dream, even during scary dreams.  

 “erectile disorder” probably not a physical problem 



CONCLUSIONS 
 REM sleep = memories and learning

 REM sleep is important in body regeneration and healing

 REM sleep may regulate sex drive

 High school students with high grades (A and B average) average 25 

minutes more sleep at night and got to bed 40 minutes earlier than 

C, D and E classmates. 

 Adaptive theory – Animals that are hunted sleep less and at night 

while Hunters sleep all hours and get more (Lions sleep 15 hours a 

day)





Sleep Disorders 

 Insomnia 



Insomnia Treatments 

 Dimmer lights

 Caffeine

 Regular Schedule

 Exercise



Nightmares vs. Night Terrors 

 Scary dream –We 

all have them

REM sleep 

More common in 

kids 

Happens close to 

day  

Happens in NREM 

Not paralyzed 

Happens early in 

sleep cycle 



Sleep Apnea 

 Males

 SIDS



Narcolepsy 

 Rusty the Narcoleptic Dog

 Woman with narcolepsy 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zVCYdrw-1o
http://aplus.com/a/this-is-what-narcolepsy-really-looks-like?c=17186&utm_campaign=i2984&utm_source=a6488&utm_content=inf_10_459_2&tse_id=INF_030a4fc09df311e6bd3ee3ca348530db


Are you Sleep Deprived?

 Take the Quiz 



Dream Theories 

 Negative Emotions

 Sexual imagery – pretty rare

 Freud’s Theory 

 Symbols 

 Manifest Content 

 Latent Content  



1. File away Memories 

 Store Memories 

 Trauma = nightmares

 Tetris

 Awoken during REM only – problems 



2. Develop neural pathways 

 Newborns need more sleep 



3. Activation-Synthesis 

 Hobson and McCarley

 Pons still active 

 Brain has to process “synthesize” stimulus

 Activity is completely random – dreams try to make sense of 

data 



4. Activation-information Mode Model (AIM) 

 When synthesizing info we apply current experiences and 

emotions to the raw data. 

 Your dreams are probably about “high school” you.  

 You dream about SHS, your house, places you have been, etc. 



Hypnosis 

 1. Focus 

 2. Relax and feel tired

 3. Let go and accept suggestions

 4. vivid imagination 



1. Disassociation/Divided Consciousness

 Auto-pilot 

 Driving somewhere

 Lamaze – “think about something else” 



Social-Cognitive 

 Playing a role 

 Can’t be hypnotized unless you know what hypnosis is



Hypnosis 

 Can NOT 

 Help with memories 

 Force people to do things against their will

 Can 

 Help with stress, pain, headaches, smoking, weight loss – all 

probably the placebo effect 

Chandler and Hypnosis 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Uk-u0R81d8


DRUGS 

 Psychoactive drugs 

 Tolerance 

 Nueroadaption 

 Withdrawal 

Indicates a physical dependence

 Psychological dependence



Misconceptions 

 Everyone will get addicted if they take drugs 

 Addicts need treatment

 You are not addicted to __________________



Depressants 

 Alcohol 

 Barbiturates –Tranquilizers 

 Benzodiazepines – valium, Xanax

 ADD to notes 

 Opiates – morphine, codeine,

Narcotics Brain on Alcohol 
try guys - drive while 

drunk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkpz7xFTWJo
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WDohdgpbC5tS_Vq9SsXOgd6AE8yp7Fw8/view?fbclid=IwAR2mOq9tlwd2gI1-fDdWX4Etoys6sRSAx515SofO3jyU3VzW_PlXvMSv0w0






How Bad is the 

Opioid Epidemic?



The opioid epidemic has been called the 

worst drug crisis in American history. 

Death rates now rival those of AIDS 

during the 1990s, and with overdoses 

from heroin and other opioids now 

killing more than 27,000 people a year,.

78 Americans die every day from an 

opioid overdose. 



Drugs now kill more 

Americans than cars
In all, 29,230 people died in car accidents in 2014, while 

47,055 died from a drug overdose.





Opioid prescriptions tripled 

over 20 years
 In 1991, doctors wrote 76 million prescriptions for painkillers. By 

2011, that number had nearly tripled, to 219 million.

 This rise was made all the more dangerous when drug cartels 
began flooding the United States with heroin, which was cheaper, 
more potent, and often easier to acquire than prescription pain 
meds. As the National Institute on Drug Abuse noted:

Mexican heroin production increased from an estimated 8 metric tons 
in 2005 to 50 metric tons in 2009 — more than a six-fold increase 
in just four years. Domination of the U.S. market by Mexican and 
Colombian heroin sources, along with technology transfer between these 
suppliers, has increased the availability of easily injectable, white 
powder heroin. In a recent survey of patients receiving treatment for 
opioid abuse, accessibility was one of the main factors identified in the 
decision to start using heroin.







Heroin deaths skew younger. 

Opioid deaths come later.



12 states have more opioid 

prescriptions than people

 Alabama: 142.9 per 100 ppl

 Tennessee: 142.8

 West Virginia: 137.6

 Kentucky: 128.4

 Oklahoma: 127.8

 Mississippi: 120.3

 Louisiana: 118

 Arkansas: 115.8

 Indiana: 109.1

 Michigan: 107

 South Carolina: 101.8

 Ohio: 100.1



Stimulants 
 Caffeine

 Nicotine

 Methamphetamines 

 Cocaine

 Ecstasy- also a hallucinogen  





Hallucinogens 

 LSD 

 Marijuana

 Mushrooms  

Your brain on Marijuana 

Try guys - drive while high 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oeF6rFN9org&index=14&list=PLvFsG9gYFxY9XwLbh_VcqefKfOAEwA4mj
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nQf6esxVcFsU8hr2-AwWz4Z8zitcQbQg/view?fbclid=IwAR3bZ4qnk_WxAi5CTzv4JEJuisEErUrDAdVMXm96G20qOHZy_xg6daN1Wb4




Spiders on Drugs 

 Spiders on drugs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHzdsFiBbFc




Influences on Drug use 
 Culture 

 Biology 

 Psychological – treatment 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ao8L-0nSYzg


Consciousness Test 10 questions 
2 Sleep cycle 

Brain waves, order of cycle, problems in stages  

1-2 Sleep disorders

1 – Dream theory 

1- Hypnosis 

2-3 - Drugs 

2 – Random 

1 FRQ – Anything is fair game 

Online quizzes – Multiple choice (still uses Stage 4) 

Weiten – don’t worry about Freud questions, very little on sleep cycle

Carpenter – Best overall (chapter 5) 


